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Patter of the Shoon

*Poem by
Joyce Cheney

Music by
Bryceson Treharne

*Fairly quickly

Voice

Years a-way o'er

Piano

leagues of waters Sleeps a land of Cherry Bloom,

Fujiama towers o-ver O'er the patter of the

*Two beats to a measure
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shoon. Of the little sandaled shoon.

Paper houses light as feathers Tucked among the green blue grass. Of the gardens where the sandals

Scuffle, scuffle in the grass, Pitter patter as they
Ivory tinted flower faces Bend low where the Buddha dreams,

Hearing just the pit-ter pitter Of the sandaled feet that gleam,

Little heathen shoos that gleam.

a tempo

poco rit.

a tempo

poco rit.

rit.

a tempo
Somewhat slower

Shadows lengthen, dusk is falling,

Tempo I°

And the dropping of the rain Makes me think I hear the

patter Of the sandaled feet again.

Patter of the shoon again.
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Music by
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